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Abstract

The paper proposes a paradigm for control design suitable for poorly modeled
plants with signicant dead-time.
An adaptive dead-time compensator is developed which is substantially different to the standard Smith predictor, and more generally applicable in practice.
A framework is developed for selecting the controller parameters using now standard design techniques such as -synthesis. It is argued that adaptation allows
for exact set point matching without the need for integration in the control law.
Stability and convergence results are established for the resulting closed loop system equations. The proposed adaptive dead-time compensator is compared with
a standard robust controller, and an adaptive pole placement controller through
experiments on a gas metal arc welding testbed.

1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with control design for systems which exhibit signicant
dead-time, and for which an accurate model is not directly available. We will focus
the discussion in this paper by considering a specic application: the control of puddle
geometry in the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) testbed illustrated in Figure 1. Our
goal is to design a controller that can achieve accurate DC tracking of the desired
puddle width. Because of signicant disturbances, it is desirable to achieve a reasonably large closed loop bandwidth, despite the presence of signicant dead-time. A
detailed description of the GMAW and some other control approaches may be found
in 1, 2].
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This system exhibits the following fundamental properties which are found in
many other process control applications.

- Signicant dead time
- Signicant measurement noise
- Process parameters that are dicult to measure
- Process parameters that can show substantial variation over time
- Non-minimum phase zeros in the process model.
The puddle geometry is measured using a CCD camera which captures the molten
puddle extending behind the torch. The weld arc falls in the shadow of the gas cup.
The algorithm developed in 3] ts an ellipse to this puddle measurement. The dead
time is caused in part by this measurment technique, and delay is also inherent to the
thermal processes involved in welding. The dead time decreases slightly as welding
speed is increased which results in further complexity and uncertainty.

Figure1. Gas Metal Arc Welder
In arc welding it is important to accurately control the puddle geometry since
this plays a role in determining the quality of a weld 4]. The relationship between
puddle geometry and travel rate is subtly aected by many parameters such as plate
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temperature, humidity, shield gas composition, and plate and conductor impurities
5]. These quantities may not be easily measured or controlled.
Because of the large amount of parametric uncertainty and time variations inherent in this system, regulation is naturally addressed through the use of adaptation.
However, since accurate models of the plant are non-minimum phase, standard adaptive control techniques are not applicable, or may be dicult to implement. In this
paper we develop a general adaptive control algorithm for non-minimum phase systems which is shown to successfully solve this specic control problem.
Typical open loop step responses for the welder puddle width are shown in Figure 2. The input for this process is the travel rate of the torch relative to the metal
plate which is to be welded. The arc current and the wire feed rate have been held
constant. By examining the data around the 17 second mark, one may see that the
plant delay is approximately 1.75 s. The sampling time is 0.24 seconds, so the resulting delay is 7 samples. This is conrmed by considering the a priori prediction error
when using least squares to t a fth order model. A delay of 7 minimizes this criteria
for the data collected from the welder.
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A steady state response that results from using a constant travel rate of 13 inches
per minute is shown in Figure 3. This gure indicates the level of disturbances and
measurement noise encountered with this plant. Here we see that a travel rate of
13 inch/minute corresponds to an average puddle width of 0.525 inches. However,
examining the open loop step response Figure 2, one would expect a 13 inch/minute
travel rate to produce a 0.675 inch wide puddle. Any controller for this system must
be designed to tolerate these types of variation in system behaviour.
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Figure3. Typical Results with Constant Control
It is well known that phase lag resulting from dead-time makes control design
dicult if a large closed loop bandwidth is desired. In the 1950's, Smith presented in
6] a method for introducing predictions in the feedback path to eliminate this inherent
phase lag. The subsequent literature on the resulting \Smith predictor" and related
\dead-time compensators" is vast (see e.g. 7, 8, 9]). The dead-time compensator
(DTC) of 6] and others requires an accurate plant model for eective control design,
which is unrealistic in a system such as the GMAW testbed. Here we develop a more
widely applicable DTC based upon recursive identication. Identication algorithms
such as least squares are dened through the minimization of some prediction error
and, under mild conditions, it may be shown that this error is small after suitable
normalization (see for example 10, 11, 12, 13]). Given these results, it is natural to
apply adaptive predictors so that delay can be disregarded in control design.
In summary, the objectives of this paper are to develop a class of control algorithms which address the usual closed loop design goals: (i) adequate disturbance
rejection, and (ii) accurate tracking of a reference input. The control algorithms are
designed to perform well for poorly modeled, nearly linear systems which exhibit sig-
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nicant dead time. The goal (ii) is not of direct relevance in the welding regulation
problem, though it is closely related to (i). However, the approaches described here
may be applied directly to the control of other physical systems which suer from
input-output delay, where reference tracking my be a more relevant goal.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a control law based on
adaptive DTC, and give conditions that ensure stability and convergence. In Section 3
we discuss implementation issues, and we nd that adaptation naturally leads to
accurate set point tracking even with no integral action in the control law. Once a
DTC has been designed, a control law that ensures good performance for the delayfree plant model must be constructed. In Section 4 we formulate an appropriate robust
control problem whose solution allows us to select the desired control law parameters.
Section 5 describes the control synthesis procedure followed for the GMAW testbed,
and in Section 6 we present real data to illustrate the eectiveness of this approach.
Portions of the results reported here have been previously published in 14, 15, 16].

2 An Adaptive Dead-time Compensator
Here we describe the control law, and a result that describes the behavior of the
resulting closed loop system under ideal conditions. Throughout the paper we consider
discrete-time system models. Our goal is to make the sampled output fyk g track the
bounded reference signal fzk g. To achieve this, the control law under consideration
in this paper is dened by nding at time k the input uk which solves the equation

Muk + N ybk+d + k uk = Nz zk+d + T vbk

(2.1)

where fk g is a small \dither signal" that ensures that the control law is well dened.
The output prediction ybk+d and the disturbance estimate vbk will be dened through
some recursive identication scheme such as extended least squares.
The polynomial operators M N and T must be designed so that the delay-free
system is well controlled. The polynomial Nz can be xed, or it may be dened on-line
through adaptation. These issues will be discussed in detail below.
Suppose that the plant is described by the delay-d ARMAX model

Ayk = q dBuk + Cvk 

k 2 ZZ + 

(2.2)

where (yk  uk  vk ) denote the output, input, and disturbance, respectively, and q denotes the delay operator. Provided that the disturbance fvk g satises appropriate
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statistical conditions, for a system model of this form it is easy to construct a minimum mean square error d-step ahead predictor. First let L and LC denote two
polynomials of degree at most d ; 1 which, together with polynomials G and GC ,
solve the Diophantine equations

AL + q d G = 1
ALC + qd GC = C

(2.3)
(2.4)

The polynomials LC and L are related by LC = (LC )0, where for a polynomial
W (q ) = P wi qi we dene W 0 (q ) = Pd0;1 wi qi, and q d W 1 (q ) = W (q) ; W 0(q ). The
mean-square optimal optimal predictions fybk : k  0g can then be expressed by either
of the two equivalent expressions:

ybk+d = BLuk + (CL)1vk + Gyk = yk+d ; LC vk+d :
The estimator is mean-square optimal given the measurements fui  vi yi  i  kg and
knowledge of the polynomials (A B C ). Since in this paper we assume that substantially less information is available, we now dene a suboptimal adaptive predictor.
The model (2.2) may be described in the regressor form yk = T '0k;1 +vk , k 2 ZZ+ ,
where  is a vector containing the coecients of the polynomials

 := (;a1 : : : ;a`a  b0 : : : b`b  c1 : : : c`c )T 

(2.5)

and '0k is the regressor vector dened as

'0k := (yk  : : : yk;`a +1  uk;d+1 : : : uk;d;`b +1  vk : : : vk;`c +1)T :

(2.6)

To obtain a satisfactory convergence result we initially consider the projected
extended least squares algorithm, which recursively denes estimates fbk g of the
parameter  as follows

(2.7)
bk0 = bk;1 + 1 +P'kT;1 'Pk;d e'k
k;1 k;1 k;1
bk =  (bk0  Pk;;11)
(2.8)
T
Pk = Pk;1 ; P1k+;1''Tk;1P'k;1'Pk;1 :
(2.9)
k;1 k;1 k;1
where  (   Z ) represents the Z -weighted projection onto some compact convex set
 17]. The quantities vbk and ek are dened as
vbk := yk ; 'Tk;1 bk0
ek := yk ; 'Tk;1 bk;1
(2.10)
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where the pseudo-regression vector is dened as

'k := (yk  : : : yk;`a +1 uk;d+1  : : : uk;d;`b +1  vbk  : : : vbk;`c +1 )T :

(2.11)

Corresponding to the vector bk are the three polynomial estimates Abk , Bbk , and
Cbk. Dene the polynomials Lb k and Gb k by solving the Diophantine equation

Abk  Lb k + Gb k q d = 1 k 2 ZZ+ 

(2.12)

where the operator \" denotes polynomial multiplication independent of the time
variation of the polynomial coecients, i.e.
`aX
+d;1
Abk  Lb k = Lb k +

min(
X`a i)

i=1 j =max(1i;d+1)

ajk lki;j qi :

The output prediction at time k is then dened by

ybk+d = Bbk  Lb k uk + (Cbk  Lb k )1vbk + Gb k yk :

(2.13)

Since the right side of (2.13) contains only terms known at time k, the prediction
ybk+d is known at time k and may be used in the control law (2.1).
We now dene the dither term k to complete the denition of the control law.
Because the denition of the estimate ybk+d contains uk , to solve (2.1) it is necessary
to divide by the term m0 + n0bb0k + k . We thus make the following denition to avoid
potentially large feedback gains:
(
1
1
;1
0
0 0
0
0 0
;1
k 2 ZZ+
k = (log 2 rk ) sign(m + n bbk ) if jm + n bbk j <  (log 2 rk )
0
otherwise,
(2.14)
where  > 0 is a small constant, and rk is dened by

rk = trace Pk;1  k 2 ZZ+ :

(2.15)

If we assume for simplicity that the parameter estimates (Abk  Bbk  Cbk ) converge
b B
b Cb ), then on combining (2.1) with (2.10), the closed
to some constant values (A
loop system may be written

b + BN
b )yk = Nz Bz
b k + (CM
b + BN (Cb Lb )0 + q d BT )vbk :
(AM

(2.16)

b + BN
b is stable and vbk is small, the system will be well behaved. AlterThus if AM
natively, to conceptualize this control law one may treat the estimated plant as the
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true plant. To see why this may be justiable it is helpful to consider the a posteriori
error denition (2.10) which may be rewritten as

Abk yk = qd Bbk uk;d + Cbk vbk :

(2.17)

Since we expect the prediction error vbk to be small, at least in an average sense
(c.f. the aforementioned references 10, 11, 12, 13]), we can treat (2.17) as a known
time-varying model of the system to be controlled.
To guarantee stability of the closed loop system we will use the following assumptions. Note that (A1) is the requirement that the control law dened by N=M
stabilizes the delay-free plant model.

A1 The polynomial AM + BN is Schur
A2 The initial conditions are deterministic and r0 = trace P0;1  e
A3 The polynomial C ;1 ; 21 is strictly positive real. That is

o
n
Re C (e1i! ) ; 21 > 0 ! 2 0 2 ]

A4 The disturbance process fvk g is a bounded d-step martingale dierence sequence
satisfying for  > 2, v2 > 0, and v < 1,

E vk+d j v0  : : : vk ] = 0
E vk2+d j v0  : : : vk ] =
E vk+d j v0  : : : vk ] 

v2
v

a:s:
a:s:
a:s:

A5 The true parameter vector  lies in the known compact set  used in the projection (2.8).

The common assumption that the plant is minimum phase has been replaced by
the condition that the delay-free plant model is stabilized with some known control
law. If the algorithm is convergent, it is expected that the closed loop poles will be
given by the roots of AM + BN . Thus in practice it is necessary that these roots
correspond to the poles of a well-behaved system. Similar comments apply to most
adaptive control schemes. For example, for minimum variance or model reference
control, in practice it is necessary that the plant be not just minimum phase, but
that its zeros lie a sucient distance from the unit circle. Further, for model reference
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and pole placement controllers it is necessary that the designed closed loop system
be realistically compatible with the actual plant.
Using the techniques of 18] we may establish the following result. A proof is
included in 19].

Theorem 2.1 Suppose that conditions (A1)-(A5) are satised, and that the control
(2.13), (2.1) together with the estimator (2.8), (2.9) is applied to the plant (2.2).
Then we have sample mean square stability:
N
X
lim sup N1 (yk2 + u2k ) < 1 a:s: 
N !1
k=1

and the performance is sample mean square convergent:
N
X
1
BNz z ; CM + BN (Lb k Cbk )0 + q dT v 2 = 0 a:s:
lim
y
;
k
k
N !1 N
AM + BN k
AM + BN
k=1

ut

Remarks

- The output yk is not included as an input to the control law. In the ideal case

where ybk+d is the minimum mean square error estimate, providing yk as an
additional measured output provides no additional exibility in the control law
since yk = ybk + (LC )0vk .

- The control law given by (2.13) and (2.1) does not require a stabilizable estimate of
the plant to determine the control input - only the \dither term" k is required
to ensure that the control law is well dened. This is in contrast to many other
approaches where a parameter estimate representing a non-minimal model will
lead to a discontinuity in the mapping of parameter estimates to the control
law. These discontinuities can result in excessive feedback gains 20, 21, 22].

- It is not assumed in Theorem 2.1 that the leading term b0 is non-zero. Hence some
uncertainty in the delay is permitted in this approach.

3 Disturbance Rejection
To implement the controller (2.1) on a physical plant, it is necessary to consider
carefully the issue of disturbances. Here we describe in detail the parameter estimation
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algorithm which has been applied on the welding system, and discuss methods for
eciently rejecting DC disturbances.
Theorem 2.1 is based on the assumption that the plant to be controlled is linear and time invariant. This is rarely the case in practice. Physical plants age over
time are often non-linear and unmodeled exogenous disturbances may be present
that may be modeled as parametric variations. These issues are frequently the motivation for using adaptive control. To cope with time variations, it is necessary to
prevent the adaptation gain from decaying to zero, as it typically does with the least
squares algorithm. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to prevent
the adaptation gain Pk from decaying to zero, e.g., forgetting factor algorithms and
covariance resetting. We use the Kalman lter estimation algorithm in developing
implementations of the control laws described here. The paper 23] examines the different techniques required to establish stability of adaptive control algorithms using
the Kalman lter based estimator.
The measurement process for the welding system is subject to signicant high
frequency noise. This is evident if one examines the data represented in Figure 3. For
this reason, the signals used in the estimation algorithm were sent through a low-pass
lter. For the adaptive DTC controllers and adaptive pole placement controller, the
lter F was chosen as 11;;::73qq . A superscript f indicates that a signal that has been
passed through this lter, e.g. xf = F x.
The parameter estimates used in the welding experiments are given recursively
by

Pk;1'fk;1 ek
f
R + 'fT
k;1 Pk;1 'k;1
P 'f 'f T P
Pk = Pk;1 ; k;1 fk;T1 k;1 fk;1 + Q
R + 'k;1 Pk;1 'k;1
bk = bk;1 +

where Q = 0:0001  I , R = 9 'fk := (ykf  : : : ykf;4  ufk  : : : ufk;d;4  vbkf  : : : vbkf;3 )T , and
the error sequence ek is

ek := ykf ; (F ; 1)vbk ; bkT;1 'fk;1:
The a posteriori prediction error vbk is given by (2.10): we do not use the ltered
regression vector in the denition of vbk , and in this way we dier from the frequency
weighted least squares estimator presented in 17]. In this way we avoid an application
of F ;1 (typically a high pass lter).
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Under mild assumptions, including a weak form of persistence of excitation, one
may conclude that the Kalman Filter produces bounded error estimates for bounded
inputs even without the use of projection 24]. In our implementations with the
Kalman lter we have not used projections and have not encountered diculties.
We rely on the abundance of noise in the system to achieve some level of persistence
of excitation.
Exact set point tracking is a common design goal in process control applications.
This is usually achieved through the use of integral action in the control law. Unfortunately, discrete integral action introduces signicant phase lag at low frequencies. The
adaptive approach presented in this paper gives an alternative method for achieving
set point tracking.
When the signal to noise ratio is reasonably large at DC, the DC component of the
a priori prediction error vb will be small even if the disturbance contains a signicant
DC component. For the least squares algorithm this follows directly by examining the
normal equations. In view of this and equation (2.16) it is natural to abandon the
use of integral control, and instead introduce a time varying scaling of the reference
signal to guarantee setpoint tracking. In their treatment of the self-tuning regulator,
the authors of 25] use similar ideas to demonstrate that overmodeling of the system
to be controlled results in perfect rejection of a periodic disturbance.
Dene the polynomial Nz as
Nz = 1 + k  NN0(1)
Nz0
(3.1)
(1)
k
z
where Nz0 is some design polynomial selected to shape the closed loop reference response and
8b
>
(1)  N (1)
if j BAbbk (1)
j>
< ABbkk (1)
M (1)
k (1)
k = >
  otherwise,
: sign BAbbk (1)
(1)
k

where  > 0 is constant. Examining (2.17), it is evident that set point tracking is
achieved without using an integrator as long as the error vb is small.
This reasoning has been veried through experiments on the robotic welder. We
have seen in this application that the disturbance estimates fvbk g generated by the
Kalman lter algorithm generally contain no DC component, even though the DC
component of the disturbance is known to be signicant. This is apparent in the results
discussed in Section 5: see Figures 9, 12, and 13 below, where reference tracking has
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occurred even though a constant disturbance is known to be present. Another example
is provided by the following simulation.
The adaptive controller given by (2.1) was implemented on a model of the welder
testbed. The block diagram in Figure 4 indicates the appropriate interconnections
of the system. The model is dened by yk+6 = Ttw (uk + vk+6 ), where the transfer
function Ttw is given by
; 0:7560q ; 0:7573q 2 ; 0:4699q 3 + 0:4298q 4
Ttw = 10;2 1:00000:;2267
0:2939q ; 0:0390q 2 ; 0:1000q 3 ; 0:0686q 4 ; 0:2240q 5 :
The noise source fvk g was a pseudo white Gaussian sequence with variance 4 and
mean 5. Since the DC gain of this plant is -0.05, this noise source causes an oset of
-0.25 in the output.
Reference
width

Disturbance

Plant

Puddle
width

Width estimate

DC gain estimate

Disturbance estimate

Controller

Predictor

Figure4. Block Diagram for Simulation with Non-zero-mean Disturbance
The controller was designed using -synthesis techniques 26] based on a model
of the welder which has a delay of 7 sample periods. The disturbance estimates were
not fed back, so the polynomial T is set to zero. The values of M , N and Nz0 are given
in Table 1 as the Non-Integral DTC -controller.
The plant has a delay of only 6, while the estimator uses a model of delay 7. This
together with the bias in the disturbance sequence implies that there are unmodeled
dynamics present in the parameter estimator.
A typical sample path from the simulations is shown in Figure 5. The width
tracks the reference signal given by the dashed line with no constant osets, despite
the fact that there is no integral term explicit in the control law. Figure 6 shows that
the disturbance estimates generated by the identication algorithm have little DC
content.
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4 Nominal Control Selection
Theorem 2.1 shows that we obtain a stable adaptive controller if M=N is chosen so
that AM + BN is Schur. Many simple candidate values for M and N may be found
if the plant is minimum phase. For example, selecting M = 0, N = Am , Nz = Bm
and T = Cm1 ; A1m results in a model reference adaptive controller (MRAC) similar
to the one presented in 27], and identical to that used in 23]. Setting M = 0 in this
way is a limiting case of high gain feedback. One may thus interpret the control law
of 23] and the related minimum variance control law as a combination of prediction
with innite gain feedback (see also 14]).
To design for good closed loop performance we must understand how the incorporation of predictions and disturbance estimates in the control law aects the closed
loop system. To develop the control law we consider what can be achieved if the output predictions are ideal and the disturbance estimates are exact. Consider the plant
(2.2) together with the (unrealizable) control law

Muk + N (yk+d ; LC vk+d ) = Nz zk+d + Tvk :

(4.1)

Recall that ybk+d = yk+d ; LC vk+d is the optimal predictor when fvk g is white. The
resulting closed loop system becomes
(AM + BN )yk+d = BNz zk+d + (CM + BNLC + q d BT )vk+d :

(4.2)

This is the closed loop system which reaches the asymptotoic performance given in
Theorem 2.1.
We wish to minimize the error fek g dened by ek = zk ; yk , k 2 ZZ+ , while
maintaining internal stability of the closed loop system. To obtain a useful synthesis
procedure we pose this as an H1 robust control problem applied to (4.2). The problem
to be solved is then formally stated as follows: Select M , N , Nz , and T so that
fkWsek2 <  for all kv k2 < 1 kz k2 < 1g

for all plants in the set

B B
f = o (1 + Wp ) j  2 IR(q ) kk1 < ;1 g:
A

Ao

(4.3)

The constant  and the stable rational weighting functions Wp  Ws are prespecied
by the user. Finding the minimal  and its associated controller is described as the
 synthesis problem in the robust control literature.
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v(k+d)
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Figure7. Fictitious Plant for Finding DTC H1 Control Parameters
We have chosen a plant model in which we do not model uncertainty in the
disturbance transfer function. This uncertainty may be absorbed into the disturbance
signal fvk g if the sequence fvk g is only assumed to be bounded and deterministic.
As illustrated in Figure 7, we assume we are able to measure the outputs labeled
ybk+d , zk+d , and vk , which is indeed possible in the ideal case where the polynomials
(A B C ) are known. Taking the ideal future prediction ybk+d as a measured quantity
may appear articial. Generally, one measures yk , and then, based on the nominal
model (A0  B0), one generates predictions ybk+d . Since the true plant is not known
this step will introduce errors that will aect the performance and stability of the
closed loop system. However, under certain technical conditions the output predictions
generated by the estimation algorithm will converge. This is the basis of Theorem 2.1,
which shows that for a nite dimensional plant, the adaptive DTC controller results
in a stable closed loop system if the compensator MN stabilizes this ctitious plant.
The solution to this robust performance problem for this ctitious plant gives as
desired:

- AM + BN Schur for all plants in (4.3).
- A desirable asymptotic performance level in the ideal case where the conditions of
Theorem 2.1 hold, and (Lb k Cbk )0 converges to (LC )0 = LC .

An alternative approach for selecting control law parameters to minimize the
disturbance response based on H2 methods is given in 15].
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The question may be asked: if a robust performance problem must be solved, why
not solve the robust performance problem for the plant model with the delay included?
Khargonekar and Poolla 28] have shown that introducing non-linearities will not
improve the ability to reject disturbance in an H1 sense for the unstructured perturbation problem, and this suggests that adaptation can be superuous. However,
this and related results do not apply to the mixed performance/robust stability problem, and generalizations to this setting appear to be unlikely. Moreover, frequently
in practice real plants vary with time. Adaptive predictors still perform well even
under such non-ideal conditions, and have the potential to re-tune after a change in
reference set-point or changing plant dynamics. It is this adaption to changes in the
environment which allows this control law to tolerate real-world uncertainties.

5 Control Synthesis for the Welder
Both an adaptive DTC -controller and a standard -controller were designed for
GMAW. To ensure that the closed loop system in each case can tolerate similar levels
of plant uncertainty, the plant uncertainty weighting function Wp was kept the same
in each design: a rst order high-pass lter. The performance weighting function Ws
was adjusted in the two designs so that the resulting -values were nearly identical.
In each case, the function Ws was chosen as a rst order low-pass lter. To x the
value of  it was necessary to reduce the bandwidth of Ws in the non-adaptive case.
Since the software used to design the controllers is intended for continuous time
models, the plant model was converted to continuous time using the bilinear transformation. The transformation was done without regard to sampling time, so that
frequencies for the weighting function were scaled by a factor of 4. As noted in 29],
this transformation preserves the H1 norm.
Integral control The weighting function Wp contains a single pole at rad/sec a zero
at -0.1 and a DC gain of 0.4775. This reects the uncertainty inherent in developing
models at higher frequencies, and the observation that the DC operating characteristics can uctuate substantially due to lack of control over pre-heating of the plate
and other variations that might occur.
The weighting function Ws = k ss++pz was chosen to obtain reasonable bandwidth
and accurate DC tracking. In the adaptive DTC formulation, the weighting function
Ws was chosen to have a pole at approximately 0 (-0.00015). A zero was then placed
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DTC μ-Controller
M
1
-1.481092
0.685720
-0.485176
0.527674
-0.349117
0.164412
-0.078742
0.029517
-0.026105
0.017895
-0.005715
0.000727
0

N
0.149067
-0.114745
0.039435
-0.017841
-0.006878
-0.043884
0.014823
0.019754
-0.009122
0.002554
-0.002523
0.000697
-0.003982
0.001378
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Non-integral DTC μ-Controller

Nz

M

N

Nz

M

N

N z'

-0.197975
0.129176
0.008956
0.059359
-0.037202
0.008632
0.000239
0.001371
-0.000466
0.000026
-0.000344
0.000192
-0.000037
0

1
-1.398545
0.907350
-0.720513
0.631348
-0.405186
0.231460
-0.215751
-0.012644
-0.126463
0.162461
-0.062536
0.009021

0.167685
-0.120413
0.040070
-0.025045
-0.006132
-0.043086
0.019223
0
0
0
0
0
0

-0.108407
0.060320
0.000808
0.029173
-0.017931
0.004018
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
-2.147277
1.442712
-0.430841
0.513471
-0.525547
0.181695
-0.017074
-0.000251
-0.005556
0.003958
0.000555
-0.000756
0.000179
0.0

0.120636
-0.166057
0.035976
0.022576
-0.003802
-0.027655
0.033101
0.010447
-0.014521
-0.004394
0.000826
0.001289
-0.000977
0.000152
0.000400

0.112262
-0.104489
-0.029126
-0.000811
0.032634
0.003141
-0.007373
0.001785
-0.000120
0.000011
0.000096
-0.000004
-0.000015
0.000005
0.0

Table1. DTC and Standard -Controllers: Coecients of q in the polynomial gains M , N ,
etc., are written in ascending order

i

at approximately the desired bandwidth of -0.3rad/s. The gain was chosen to be
k = 0:06. A controller designed using these weighting functions was found with  =
0:8550. This control law was of very high order and contained many pole-zero pairs
that were equivalent down to 3 signicant digits. These near pole-zero pairs were
eliminated and the pole at 0.9999 was shifted to 1 to ensure integral action. This
controller is given in Table 1.
Since the sensitivity function at DC will be set to zero, this implies that the complimentary sensitivity function must be 1 at this frequency, and hence the tolerable
multiplicative uncertainty is bounded by 1 at DC. This implies that at a minimum
we must know the sign of the DC gain. This is not a restrictive assumption generally,
and based on physical considerations it is obvious in the case of the welding system
that the DC gain is negative.
In simulations it was seen that the inclusion of the polynomial T did not improve
performance, so it was set equal to 0.
A controller was then developed by solving the standard robust performance
problem without adaptation. The same uncertainty weighting function was used, but
the zero of the sensitivity weighting function Ws was reduced from ;0:3 to ;0:075.
This resulted in a value of  = 0:8706. As before, several nearly identical pole-zero
pairs were canceled and the pole near 1 was set equal to 1. This control is also given
in Table 1.
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A comparison of the two Bode plots for the resulting control transfer functions
N=M is shown in Figure 8. One can see that by eliminating the delay from the plant
model we are able to design a controller whose gain at low frequencies is approximately
double that of the standard approach. Increasing the controller gain allows a faster
response to errors and results in a larger closed loop bandwidth. The adaptive DTC
compensator has 50o less phase lead at 2rad/sec, which is to be expected since the
dead-time and associated phase lag have been assumed to be removed from the control
loop.
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Figure8. Bode Plot of N=M in two robust designs
Adaptive gain adjustment The sensitivity weighting function for the adaptive DTC
controller in the previous design had been selected to ensure set point matching by
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placing an integrator in the control law. As discussed in Section 2, set point tracking
is naturally achieved through adaptation, so that integration is not necessary. Thus,
an alternative adaptive dead time compensator was designed in which the sensitivity
weighting was not chosen with a pole at approximately zero and hence signicantly
less weighting at DC. The same plant perturbation weighting function was used, but
the sensitivity weighting function was modied by moving the pole from 0.00 to 0.05.
This controller is given in Table 1 where Nz is given by equation (3.1). This resulted
in a design with  = 0:698, a 20% reduction from the previous design.
Pole placement To compare our results with the more traditional adaptive pole placement algorithm, we rst need to determine a good choice for the closed loop poles.
The number of poles which must be selected is given by nA + nB + d ; 1, where nA
and nB are the orders of the model polynomials A and B respectively. Since d = 7,
there is not much to be gained by reducing the order of the polynomials A and B in
our nominal model. Thus we continue to use na = 5 and nb = 4.
It is non-trivial to choose appropriate closed loop poles for this plant. In the experiments reported here, this choice was based on the nominal solution to the standard
-synthesis problem described above. It might seem probable that this will provide
reasonable robustness with good performance. The nominal closed loop solution to
the standard -problem had 17 poles whereas the pole placement algorithm requires
the placement of 15 poles. Two poles were eliminated from the standard -controller
using Matlab's balanced model reduction routine and the nominal closed loop poles
recalculated. To ensure accurate set point tracking, the reference signal was scaled in
a manner similar to that discussed for the adaptive dead-time compensator.
The adaptive pole placement algorithm used is described by the equations

Mk uk = Nk (k zk+d ; yk )
where

Am = Mk  Abk + Nk  Bbk
k = Am (1)
Nk (1)Bbk (1)
A more traditional approach to achieving set point tracking than the reference
scaling shown here would be to solve the Diophantine equation

A0m = Mk  (1 ; q)  Abk + Nk  Bbk
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and use Mk  (1 ; q ) as the denominator of the controller transfer function. This ensures
integral control action and hence exact set point tracking if the system is stable. This
control law was not implemented on the welding system.

6 Welding Results
Typically there are prices that must be paid for an elegant theory. Due to its generality, it may be too conservative to solve any real-world problems the assumptions
imposed may prevent applicability to all but a small class of problems and complexity may rule out application. We present here results from the GMAW testbed to
show the reader that the results presented here do not fall into any of these traps.
It is necessary to select an operating point about which to linearize in order
to approximate the robotic welder plant dynamics with a linear model. Ideally, one
wishes to select the operating point such that when the nominal DC input is applied to
the plant, the nominal DC output is produced. Unfortunately, the welder's operating
points vary substantially in dierent welds. A nominal 13 inch/minute travel rate can
result in nominal puddle widths varying from 0.55 inches to 0.70 inches. Our approach
to this problem has been to hold the travel rate constant for the rst 30 samples and
take the average puddle width during this period as the nominal operating width.
This will result in a hopefully small DC error in the noise signal. In order to minimize
any transients in the response achieved with the adaptive control law we allow the
parameter estimator to operate for an additional 10 samples with the travel rate xed
at 13 inches/minute.
The results of two typical sample runs using the adaptive DTC -controller are
displayed in Figure 9, and the corresponding travel rates are shown in Figure 10.
Comparing Figure 3 and Figure 9, it can be seen that our controller has reduced the
eects of disturbances and that steady state set point tracking is highly accurate.
In Figure 10 we see that the travel rates in these two trials were oset by approximately two inches per minute even though the puddle widths were nearly identical.
This is in spite of the fact that the two trials were conducted under similar operating
conditions with an initial surface temperature of 150 F. However, the pre-heating
was accomplished in dierent manners with dierent soak times. This likely resulted
in dierent internal temperatures, and is believed to explain the dierence in the
travel rates. Regardless of its origin, it can be seen that the the closed loop system is
insensitive to this signicant disturbance. In other welds it was found that the closed
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Figure9. Typical Results with DTC -controller
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loop performance was not sensitive to pre-weld external plate temperature. No change
in performance was seen when the surface temperature was increased from 150 F to
220 F, and the controlled system behaved acceptably down to room temperature.
The positive and negative step responses for both puddle widths in Figure 9 have
substantially dierent characteristics. The negative step response appears to be more
poorly damped than the positive step response. This is again an indication that the
controlled GMAW is not a linear plant.
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Figure11. Estimated DC Gain of Plant and Estimated Disturbance
The main dierence between Trial 1 and Trial 2 was the choice made for the initial
parameter estimate and initial parameter adaptation gain. Trial 1 used an estimate
of the parameters based on data collected several months prior to this trial when
the welder was displaying substantially dierent DC characteristics. In accordance
with this greater uncertainty in the parameter estimates, the initial adaptation gain
was chosen to be very large, P0 = 10. Trial 1 is similar to responses seen when a
random choice is used for the initial parameter estimate, and is indicative of the
worst transient performance one can expect with this algorithm. Even though the
choice of M and N should limit high frequency control action, the travel rate is still
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seen to be saturated for the rst 10 seconds of operation. This occurred because the
initial output predictions were o by at least an order of magnitude. This problem
may be reduced by the simple expedient of clipping the predicted values to reasonable
levels.
In Trial 2 the initial parameter estimate was the nal parameter estimate from
the previous weld and the initial adaptation gain was chosen as P0 = 0:1. Recall that
the controller does not commence operation until after 10 seconds has passed. Here
almost no transient response from the initial parameter estimate error is detectable.
This is the response one would expect to see in an industrial setting in which many
welds are performed in a single operating period.
It is common practice in industry to reinforce welds by placing a second weld
on top of an existing weld. Attempting to achieve consistent puddle width in this
situation is a signicantly harder problem. Due to the lack of uniformity in the existing
weld, much greater uctuations in the disturbances and process parameters can be
expected. Figure 12 demonstrates the results achieved when welding over an existing
weld. The severe deviation of the measured puddle width to values below 0:4 at
t = 67s: was a result of a failure of the measurement system. The measurement
system was reset at t = 68s, and the subsequent measurements were more accurate.
The ability of this control law to recover from substantial disturbances is evident from
these plots.
Figure 13 shows the results achieved when the non-integral adaptive DTC controller was employed. Figure 14 represents a close up view of the positive step
in Figure 13. This allows a better examination of the step response achieved with
the adaptive DTC -controller. The controller achieves a reference response rise time
of only 4 samples or .96s. We see that, as expected, exact set point tracking has
occurred. Since the weighting functions were designed to give this controller a similar
bandwidth as the controller with integral action, we see very similar performance in
Figure 9 and Figure 13. However the  value for the non-integral design is 20% lower
then the design based on integral control, and hence the non-integral controller should
be able to tolerate larger errors in the nominal plant model.
While the robust controller performed well in simulations, it performed unexpectedly poorly when implemented on the welder. As can be seen from the typical
response achieved with the robust controller illustrated in Figure 15, the rise time
was approximately 8s or 32 samples, and the response was poorly damped. The oscillations suggest that the system may not be robust to parametric variations. This
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Figure12. Results when Reinforcing Weld
was veried when a small adjustment in the shield gas composition resulted in an
unstable system response.
An examination of Figures 11 and 2 provides an explanation for why the robust
controller performed poorly. Considering Figure 11, one would expect the DC gain
of the welding system to be about -0.03 inches per inch/minute. This is veried by
examining the change in travel rates in Figure 10 with the corresponding changes
in puddle width in Figure 9. The data in Figure 2 which was used to construct a
plant model for control design was collected under similar operating conditions. From
Figure 2 we see that a 6 inch per minute step in the travel rate results in a 0.25 inch
change in puddle width, which implies a DC gain of -0.048. In fact the plant model
used to design the controllers had a DC gain of -0.052 inches per inch/min. Thus, on
the day the data represented in Figure 9 was collected, the welder deviated roughly
42.3% from the plant model at DC. The perturbation weighting of 47.75% combined
with the value  = 0:8706 only allows for deviations of 54.8%. With the introduction
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Figure14. Step Response Achieved With Non-integral DTC -controller
of phase shifts at non-zero frequencies, it is reasonable to expect even larger model
error at higher frequencies. Thus the design specications for the robust controller
may not have provided for the actual perturbations present in the system.
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Figure16. Results with Adaptive Pole Placement Controller
The oscillations seen in Figure 15 could have been predicted from Figure 8 which
shows that the standard robust control compensator exhibits a peak in its magnitude
plot at approximately 3 radians/second. This is roughly equal to the frequency of the
oscillation seen in Figure 15. The compensator used with the adaptive DTC does not
possess this undesirable peak.
Typical parameter estimation schemes used in adaptive control such as least
squares exhibit faster convergence of output predictions than parameter estimates.
Since pole placement algorithms rely on the parameter estimates directly, transient
behaviour may persist longer and may be of greater magnitude than for the adaptive
dead-time compensator approach. This observation is illustrated in Figure 16, where
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a typical puddle width plot resulting from an adaptive pole placement algorithm is
shown. This algorithm eventually produced good regulation about the nal set point
value. However, the entire weld was nearly complete before the closed loop system
performed adequately.
Figure 17 shows the travel rate that corresponds to the puddle width in Figure 16.
Since the control sequence initially contains signicant high frequency content, the
estimator is forced to match the plant's frequency response at higher frequencies.
Because of the presence of non-linearities and unmodeled dynamics, this may lead to
poor matching in lower frequency bands, including at DC.
In 14] the results of applying a PI and an adaptive DTC PI controller were presented. For a puddle width set point of 0.55 inches, reference response rise times of
respectively 3.5s and 1.2s were obtained. This is slower than the rise time of 0.96s
achieved with the controller presented in this paper. In addition, the PI controller
resulted in an unstable system when the operating point was increased to 0.65 inches
and the adaptive DTC PI controller also suered a severe degradation of performance at this operating point. The adaptive DTC  controller showed no change in
performance when the set-point was varied from 0.45in to 0.65in.
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Figure17. Travel Rate with Adaptive Pole Placement Controller
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7 Conclusions & Future Work
One of the most signicant dierences between the control laws described here and
other adaptive control algorithms is that the idea of a universal controller has been
abandoned. The controller designed for the robotic welding system has been tuned to
give excellent performance on 1/2 inch steel plates with a puddle width of 0.6 inches. If
with this controller a 1/4 inch or 1 inch plate is substituted, or a substantially dierent
size puddle is required, then closed loop performance may suer. This is a weakness
and also a strength of this approach. Its strength is that prior knowledge such as
plate thickness and desired geometry can be easily incorporated into control design
allowing maximum performance. Its weakness is of course this lack of \universality".
If greater tolerance to uncertainty is desired, the performance weighting functions
could be redesigned to achieve this goal at the expense of slower responses. Alternatively, the adaptive dead time compensator can be coupled with more complicated
control laws than the xed control law presented here. Such control laws could include
adaptive pole-placement, adaptive LQR, or adaptive H1 controllers for the delay-free
model. To reduce complexity, it is necessary to reduce the bandwidth and also reduce
the order of the system model used for identication purposes. To avoid the diculties we have seen in our experiments, which seem to be inherent to adaptive pole
placement and probably also adaptive LQR, it will be necessary to lter the signals
more strongly to avoid high frequency excitation. This approach is currently under
investigation.
In the future we plan to extend control of the welder to controlling the puddle
area and cooling rate as well as the puddle width. We plan to investigate use of the
shield gas composition as well as arc current as possible additional control inputs.
There are many other applications which could benet from adaptive dead-time
compensation. Among these are as paper manufacture, temperature control such as
in the semiconductor manufacturing industry, and chemical manufacturing.
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